
$40B
in transactions 
completed

5.9M
homes powered

8.9M
cars off the road 
annually

$216M
in local investment 
annually

Powered by decades of entrepreneurial experience 
and unparalleled execution, we are solving the energy 
challenges facing our customers and our communities. 

Innovators building 
a sustainable world.
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Full Portfolio 176 projects | 27,717 megawatts

Driving innovation in energy.
Invenergy is the leading privately held 
developer and operator of sustainable 
energy solutions. 

Wind
105 projects
16,695 megawatts

Solar
43 projects
5,061 megawatts

Storage
16 projects
871 megawatt hours
300 megawatts

Natural Gas
12 projects
5,661 megawatts

All numbers updated as of February 26, 2021
Projects in operation, in construction and contracted



Project Development
Development- & build-transfers  

agreements
Siting & land acquisition

Permitting
Interconnection

Engineering & Construction
Layout & design

Construction management
Engineering, Procurement & 
Construction (EPC) services

Marketing & Finance
Project financing
Mergers & acquisitions
Innovative commercial 
structures
PPAs, VPPAs, Hedges & Tolls

Operations
Strong safety culture
Operations & maintenance
Asset management
Community relations

We move projects 
from the drawing 
board to reality.
Invenergy’s in-house 
expertise includes a 
complete range of fully 
integrated, end-to-end 
capabilities and customer 
offerings.

Our Projects
We have developed 176 projects totaling more than  
27,700 megawatts across the Americas, Europe and Asia.

North America

Scotland

PolandLatin America

Japan

Wind

Solar

Natural Gas

Storage

Headquarters

Corporate Office

Projects in operation, in construction and contracted



Diversified Solutions
With decades of experience building and operating  
energy assets, our diversified set of solutions is building  
a foundation for energy sustainability.

Recent Awards & Recognition

invenergy.com

Services Solutions
Through Invenergy Services, 
we provide every aspect of 
asset management, operations, 
performance analysis and more for 
Invenergy’s own projects and on 
behalf of the other asset owners.

Independent Power
As renewables grow, our 
independently owned and 
operated battery storage, 
natural gas and transmission 
assets provide flexibility 
and capacity for a more 
sustainable electric grid.

Utility Solutions
From development, through 
construction to operations, 

Invenergy is helping 
transform the energy mix 

for leading utilities. 

Corporate & Industrial 
We’re helping Fortune 500  

brands and industrial 
partners meet operational 

and sustainability goals 
with renewable and other 

integrated energy solutions.

Technology Incubation
As an anchor partner 
of Energize Ventures, 
we’re investing in new 
technologies that will make 
energy more affordable, 
reliable and secure.

Excellence in Operations
American Wind Energy 
Association  
2019, 2017, 2011

Sustainability Innovation 
Award
Oracle  
2017

HIRE Vets Gold Medallion: 
Commitment to Hiring 
Veterans
Department of Labor  
2019

Outstanding Industry 
Achievement Award
Energy Storage Association  
2019



Building a sustainable world.
Our employees, our home communities and 
our natural environment are at the heart of our 
commitment to sustainability. Whether measured 
by the nearly 50 annual safety training hours we 
provide our Services employees, the $216 million 
we invest annually in our home communities, 
or the 148 million tons of CO2 our projects 
have offset, we believe business success and 
sustainability go hand in hand.
Learn more about our positive impact at:  
InvenergyImpact.com
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Unparalleled Growth
Invenergy’s project execution track record reflects strong, steady growth. Over the 
last decade and a half, we have developed more than 27 gigawatts of projects.

Strong Relationships
We forge long-lasting partnerships with a broad range of utilities, 
commercial and industrial businesses, and financial institutions.

Natural Gas

Renewables

Megawatts in operation, in construction or contracted
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Invenergy Solar: Low cost. High capacity. Tailored to your needs.

Innovative Solar Test Facility Preferred Partner to Utilities & Corporate Customers

One South Wacker Drive | Suite 1800 | Chicago, Illinois 60606 | 312.224.1400

Our new Brookfield solar test facility at 
Invenergy’s award-winning Grand Ridge 
Energy Center in LaSalle County, IL features 
both monofacial and bifacial panels in 
various configurations. By analyzing 
different panels and configurations, we are 
able to optimize how panels perform in a 
utility setting.

Projects Capacity Growth

2001
Invenergy founded

2012
First solar project completed: 
Grand Ridge, IL (20 MW)

2021
Portfolio surpassed 
5,000 MW

2018
Record year for 
solar contracts 
signed: 850 MW

Increased 
solar portfolio 
fourfold over 
two years

For nearly a decade, Invenergy has applied its diverse energy experience and innovation to 
deliver solar solutions to customers worldwide. Today, according to Bloomberg, Invenergy 
is a top 5 North American solar developer,* and our footprint extends worldwide.

Solar technology is simple and scalable; it is flexible and reliable. With costs that have 
decreased by nearly 90% in less than a decade, solar is now one of the least expensive and 
fastest growing sources of new energy generation in the world.

Harnessing the power of the sun to deliver 
low-cost, clean energy.

Solar

invenergy.com

Southern Oak (160 MW):  
Fueling Georgia Power’s  
Renewable Energy 
Development Initiative

Dry Lake Solar (100 MW): 
Will deliver 90% of electricity 
demand for MGM properties 
on the Las Vegas strip

Badger Hollow (150 MW): 
Helping Wisconsin utilities 
WEC and MG&E meet their 
sustainability goals

Operating, in contruction & contracted

WI

Projects
43

Megawatts
5,061

Development pipeline

Megawatts
30,000+



Solar O&M
As solar technology rapidly changes, it’s critical to employ the safe, cost-effective operations 
& maintenance (O&M) strategies. As a leader in the field for years, Invenergy has pushed the 
industry forward by employing advanced technology and operating facilities from day one.
We know sustainable energy. Make our expertise your advantage.

What Sets Us Apart

What We Offer

Analytics-based Operations
Proprietary data analytic tools are integrated 
into our operations workflow leading to rapid 
response on underperformance issues. 

Operational Excellence
Strong, dedicated on-site technician teams 
are backed by centralized engineering and 
other subject matter expert teams.

Innovate in Everything
Brookfield Solar Test facility allows 
Invenergy to test and analyze technology 
performance under real-world conditions.

Broad Experience Deep Engineering Knowledge Project Assurance
• In-house equipment maintenance, 

troubleshooting and repair
• 24/7 remote monitoring and resets 
• Full service balance of plant 

management – electrical and civil
• Around-the-clock performance 

monitoring & analytics

• In-house SCADA, electrical and 
mechanical teams 

• Performance and reliability with subject 
matter experts 

• Region-focused availability preservation 
and improvement 

• Advanced operational data analysis, 
troubleshooting and repair

• Availability guarantees 
• Comprehensive and a-la-carte structures 
• Robust parts and major equipment 

supply network
• Owner’s representative support

Decisions Backed by Data
Invenergy’s on-site technicians are backed by our Operations Engineering team and other in-house Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). 
• Proprietary data analytics tools give our SMEs critical insights into the health of an asset. 
• By heat mapping combiner currents, SMEs can quickly pinpoint  

issues and determine potential solutions. 
• Technicians, being the eyes and ears on the ground, relay 

qualitative observations to engineers, allowing the engineers  
to fine tune predictive analytic algorithms and improve  
issue detection accuracy.

Leading Edge Analysis Bolstered by a Continuous Feedback Loop
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Brookfield Solar Test Facility
A piloting platform built to test new technologies and strategies 
to optimize performance in an industry constantly evolving.
• Collects data on different panel types, arrangements, 

orientations and equipment manufacturers. 
• Real-time data is incorporated into decision-making processes 

on developmental and operational strategies.
• Provides opportunities for innovative technology pilots to be 

conducted on a small scale prior to fleetwide deployment.

Solar Heat Mapping of DC Combiner Current  
Allows for Rapid Underperformance Detection



We move projects from the drawing board to reality.
Invenergy is a leading privately held global developer and operator of sustainable 
energy solutions. Powered by decades of entrepreneurial experience and unparalleled 
execution, we solve the energy challenges facing our customers and our communities. 
We are innovators building a sustainable world.

About Invenergy

Invenergy Services
Operate with excellence.
Invenergy Services provides sustainable energy asset owners end-to-end solutions for 
every aspect of asset management, operations and performance analysis. Invenergy 
Services currently manages more than 10,000 megawatts of wind, solar, natural gas and 
battery storage facilities, including 1,800 megawatts owned by third parties. With on-site 
technicians, a state-of-the-art 24/7 Invenergy Control Center, and a progressive safety 
culture, Invenergy Services helps customers operate with excellence.

Invenergy Services Timeline

One South Wacker Drive | Suite 1800 | Chicago, Illinois 60606 | 312.224.1400 invenergyservices.com

2004 2007 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2017 2018 2019

2004
1st Invenergy 
wind project

2007
Invenergy 
transitioned to 
“self-operations” 
for wind projects

2011
Began gearbox 
and generator 
inspections

2012
1st operating 
solar project

2013
1st operating 
battery project

2014
Launched gearbox 
& generator 
bearing repairs

2015
1st third-party 
wind contract

2015
Performed 1st  
blade inspections  
& repairs

2015
Converted to 
in-house End 
of Warranty 
inspections

2017
1st third-party 
solar contract

2017
Introduced 
turbine foundation 
monitoring

2018
Expanded gearbox 
repairs to include 
gears & pinion 
replacement

2018
Piloted drone 
technology for  
solar performance 
testing

2019
Established 
in-house major 
components 
corrective team

2019
Performed 1st 
in-house gearbox 
replacement

All Technologies
Wind
Solar
Storage

2010
Commissioned 
Invenergy Control 
Center (ICC)

2015
Commissioned 
new primary 
Invenergy Control 
Center (ICC)
(retained original as 
backup)

2020

2020
Completed 
20th gearbox 
replacement &  
150th uptower  
repair

2020
Added 3 new 
in-house major 
components 
corrective teams

2020
Began Services 
in Mexico



$216 million
total economic 

investment in home 
communities

33 million
tons of additional 

carbon dioxide offset

$1.2 million
in cause-based 

investments

64 hours
of safety training per 
Services employee

invenergy.com/impactPrinted on 100% post-consumer recycled paper.

Business Growth in 2019
We experienced remarkable growth in multiple aspects of our company, including 
job creation, overall portfolio growth and new facility investment.

Building a Sustainable World
We are committed to Environmental Responsibility, Community Investment  
and our People — especially as we continue to grow and expand our impact  
in the world around us. Here’s a look at our growth in 2019:

3,344 megawatts
of new energy centers online

1
new office in Colombia

10
projects completed 

1,100th
hire

Invenergy Impact
2019 Impact Report

Innovators building a sustainable world.
We are Innovators Building a Sustainable World. In pursuit 
of this vision, we believe we must be good stewards of 
our communities, our environment and our people. The 
Invenergy Impact program is how we make the biggest 
positive impact in the world around us—especially as we 
continue to grow. 

Visit invenergy.com/impact to download  
the 2019 Invenergy Impact Report and learn more  
about Invenergy Impact.



We move projects from the drawing board to reality.
Invenergy is the leading privately held developer and operator of sustainable energy 
solutions, powered by decades of entrepreneurial experience and unparalleled 
execution. Founder-led and globally focused, we solve the energy challenges facing 
our customers and our communities. We are innovators building a sustainable world.

About Invenergy

Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled paper.

Environmental Responsibility

Environmental responsibility has been an important part of 
what we do since we were founded in 2001 and continues 
to be a guiding principle in the present day. From migration 
research studies, to industrial equipment recycling, to interoffice 
composting programs, to grazing sheep at solar sites, we promote 
a culture of environmental awareness that reflects the high 
standards to which we hold ourselves.

People

We are committed to our employees’ personal and 
professional growth, and this past year saw the 
implementation of programs that encourage the wellbeing of 
the whole employee by promoting learning and development 
opportunities, fostering health and wellness, creating a more 
family-friendly workplace and taking steps toward becoming a 
more diverse and inclusive company. 

Community Investment

Respecting and supporting the communities that host us is an 
expression of who we are and an articulation of the positive 
impact we strive to make in the world. Being honest, treating 
people fairly, and being good stewards are values central to 
who we are as a company, as is our emphasis on community 
involvement through economic investment, program sponsorships 
and volunteering.

The Invenergy Impact Story
Blade recycling at our wind sites. Volunteering in the 
communities where we work and operate. A new 
office in Colombia. An inaugural Innovators Challenge 
within our company. Expansion of our Affinity Groups. 
At Invenergy, 2019 was a year of growth and progress. 
From new facilities to investments in our communities, 
our teams remained committed to creating positive 
change across the globe.

invenergy.com/impact


